
Body-Spelling
Sight Word PowerPoints

198 Words in ABC Order



IMPORTANT: PLEASE READ
Because of the massive size of this bundle, I had to upload to Google Drive in 4 

zipped files. This will also make it faster for you to download. 

Please email me if you have any trouble at all and I will help you troubleshoot! 
brenda@brendatejeda.com

Below are the links to the Body-Spelling Files. 
After downloading, you can merge them into one folder if you wish. 

Please note these are only for use with your students and links are not permitted to 
be shared. Thank you so much! 

Body-Spelling Single Files A-E
Body-Spelling Single Files F-M
Body-Spelling Single Files N-S
Body-Spelling Single Files T-Z

www.BrendaTejeda.com

mailto:brenda@brendatejeda.com
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XZRuJXs9KTv9GRPYlyZHI81d_C-eu7pr/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10bTwoc0s-xIk_ZM6g6kDs8oWtHm7h77h/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PkZYNpey1ZGlejm0syXZvkL3o_313B-i/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vBTkll-X_12JTf340bnHIMTq684u-OXZ/view?usp=sharing


Movement has been scientifically proven to be linked with increased academic 
performance! Most students are kinesthetic learners and using their bodies to spell 
words is a great way to incorporate movement into sight word instruction! For more 
on incorporating movement, read my blog posts about learning styles and sight word 
movement. Also, read how I use these to introduce sight words using phonics. 

With these PowerPoints, you'll be able to introduce sight words using all 4 learning 
styles:

❶ Visual- students read the target sight word, and again in context

➋ Auditory- students say, spell, and hear the sight word
❸ Reading & Writing- students read and write the word on whiteboards or in a 
student notebook

➍ Kinesthetic- students sky-write and body-spell the sight word

In addition to targeting the 4 learning styles, this method teaches the sight word in 
context, ensuring comprehension.
You can use this while students are at their desks with their notebooks, or they can 
bring their notebooks/whiteboards to your meeting place in front of your screen
(one slide asks them to write the word).

On pages 6-7, you’ll find notes about teaching each slide.
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http://www.tejedastots.com/2018/06/07/teaching-different-learning-styles/
http://www.tejedastots.com/2018/05/29/5-ways-to-teach-sight-words-with-movement/
https://tejedastots.com/how-to-teach-new-sight-words-and-make-them-stick/


CONTENTS
This zipped file includes all 41 words in the Dolch 1st Grade list. It is divided into 2 
documents because of file size: words beginning with A-M, and N-Z and includes a 
clickable slide to find words that begin with each letter (letters without words in that set 
are not linked).

There are 7 activities for each word:
1. read (point out the tricky parts and phonics rules)
2. read in context
3. say and spell (remember to point out phonics parts that were taught, as well as “tricky” parts)

4. body-spell
5. sky-write
6. find it
7. write it
Also included are editable fluency review slides. Because these words can be taught 
in many different orders depending on districts, I decided to include blank fluency 
slides and you can just type your words into the boxes.
How to Use Fluency Slides (once words are typed in)
Call on a child, a group, or the class to read each list of words. They can use 
different voices to make it fun!

*If your students need more time for the FIND IT slide, you can adjust the time by 
clicking the ‘transitions’ tab and all the way to the right, you will see ‘advance slide.’ 
Increase the time by clicking on the arrows. You will need to do this for each 
timed slide. www.BrendaTejeda.com



TO USE: Students will need a notebook or whiteboard for the writing slide. 
Simply run the slideshow and click through for each activity. 
The only slide that advances on its own is the ‘find it’ slide (#8 
on the next page). After 25 seconds, it shows the answers, but
you can adjust the time, if necessary.

Read the focus sight word. Read in context to ensure
comprehension.

Say and Spell- Students
read, spell, then read again.1. 2. 3. 

Body-spell the word. Students follow the kids on
screen and build the words
one letter at a time using
their bodies.

Body-spell the entire word 
once more and identify it.4. 5. 6. 
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Sky-writing: Kids point to the 
letters and “write” them in 

the air. Red dots are placed at 
the start of each letter, to 
encourage correct formation.

Recognition: Students find
the focus word 10 times.

After 25 seconds, the slide
advances to show the words.7. 8. 9. 

Write it: Students write the 
words on whiteboards or

notebooks.

Recap: Students say and 
spell one more time for
repetition.

Fluency Review: Editable for
you to type in your word 
order.

10. 11. 12. 
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Thank you for your purchase! I hope you and your students enjoy it!
Please note this set is for one classroom use only. You may use this every year with your new students, 

but please refer others to my store for their own copies.

Looking for more sight word resources? 

Stay Connected! 

My TpT Store Blog Newsletter Pinterest Instagram FacebookEmail
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